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BINDER, VINYL, STATIC DISSIPATIVE, BLUE, 3 RING

A. MAterIAL 16 mil (0.016") light blue static dissipative vinyl over chipboard 
     stiffener. Heat sealed on all edges. surface resistance = <1x10e11 ohms 
     per AnsI/esD s11.11.  static Decay = <0.30 seconds

B. ring constructed of nickel plated steel. ring size is the inside diameter of 
     the ring and indicates the capacity of the binder to hold material.

c. on the lower spine is hot stamped the esD protective symbol.

D. on the lower left front is hot stamped the esD protective symbol, the 
     static Dissapative Binder rtt: <1x10e11 ohms Made in usA Desco   
     Industries Inc. canton MA, chino cA, Marlboro MA

spine size is the shelf space requirement of the binder.
 
Depth is the shelf depth requirement of the binder.
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IteM sPIne rInG DePtH

07405 1.2" 0.5" 10"

07410 1.7" 1" 10.3"

07412 2.3" 1.5" 10.6"

07415 2.9" 2" 11.5"

07420 4.2" 3" 12"

“It should be understood that any object, item, material or person could be a 

source of static electricity in the work enviroment.  removal of unnecessary 

nonconductors, replacing nonconductive materials with dissipative or con-

ductive materials and grounding all conductors are the principle methods of 

controlling static electricity in the workplace, regardless of the activity.” 

[esD Handbook esD tr20.20-2008 section 2.4 sources of static electricity]
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